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“I've found that luck is quite predictable. If you want
more luck, take more chances, be more active, show
up more often.” Brian Tracy
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“Your life can only get better when you do. Do something every
day to improve your key skill areas.” – Brian Tracy
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Marketing and sales
alignment is really about the
customer. We have to look at
everything we do through the
eyes of the customer. Most
organizations still believe in
the perfect sales and
marketing delineation. This is
where marketing generates
leads for sales, sales
development reps then qualify
these leads, to create
opportunities that salespeople
hopefully turn into revenue.

“The new reality is that marketing needs to know more
about sales, sales needs to know more about marketing,
and we all need to know more about our customers.” Jill Rowley

We’re living in the age of the
customer, no longer the age
of the seller. The required
mindset is one of HELPING,
not SELLING. Marketing and
sales need to align to, with,
for, and around the customer.
The organizational culture
needs to be
#CustomerCentered
CentricObsessed.

“Make a customer, not a sale.” – Katherine Barchetti

Quite simply, that’s not how it
works in sales today. Why?
Because the buyer has changed
more in the past 10 years than in
the past 100. The buyer is in
control. The modern buyer is
digitally driven, socially
connected, mobile, and
empowered, with nearly
unlimited access to
information and people.
The new reality is that sales and
marketing are continuously and
increasingly integrated. Marketing
needs to know more about sales,
sales needs to know more about
marketing, and we all need to
know more about our
CUSTOMERS.

